
 

Date: Team: Pali AYSO Duration: 90 minutes

Pali AYSO U10/U12 - Session #3 - Defending 1v1's

1  15 min.  12x12 yds

Setup: 10x10 or 15x15 yard grid.  2 teams.  Defending team lined up at start 
cone. 
Instructions: Defending Team enters box one player at a time.  Must tag one 
opponent and race back to high-�ve and release teammate.  Timer stops after 
last defender makes it back to the starting cone.  Switch.  

Team that completes the game the fastest wins. 

(A) Without balls - tag player
(B) With balls - Attackers dribble and Defender must kick ball out before 
returning to line.
Coaching Points: - Defenders...Be Quick!  Close the space fast to tag opponent, 
and then Quickly get back to release teammate. 
- Attacking Team...Be Athletic and On Your Toes to be Ready to Move!  Change 
direction and Move constantly to make it more di�cult for defender to tag you 
or a teammate.

2  15 min.

Setup: 2 Lines of 4 or 5 balls spaced 5 yards apart.  Coach or parent as a 
stationary defender at �rst ball. 
Instructions: Teaching/Reviewing Proper 1v1 Defending Technique:

Each Round add another layer to the technique
(1) Put Pressure - sprint to ball and back up.
(2) Take O� a Side & Back Up (sideways on)
(3) Keep Eyes On The Ball 
(3) Get Low - "Play in the tunnel"
(4) Quick Feet/ Hot Feet
Coaching Points: - See Above 
- Practice both on taking o� the left side and taking o� the right side
- (Can use Balance Wars and/or Toe Tag in between rounds to help emphasize 
Getting Low and Quick Feet.

3  15 min.  15x10 yds

Setup: 15x10 yard grid w/1 pop-up goal in the corner.  Set up 2 grids. 
Instructions: Defender passes to Attacker and plays 1v1
Attacker earns 3 points for scoring in goal and 1 point for dribbling (under 
control) across the endline.
Round 1 = Practice and switch lines after each turn
Round 2 = Competition Round - Team stays defending and other team stays 
attacking.  Play for 3 minutes and switch.  Team with most points at end of 
competition round, wins.
Coaching Points: 3 Steps to Defending 1v1: 
Step 1: Put Pressure (Get there FAST!)
Step 2: Take o� a Side and Backup
Step 3: Just Slow Them Down

- Don't Dive In
- Wait for Opponent to make a mistake
- Get touch tight when Attacker turns back to goal. Don't Let Player Turn!
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Pali AYSO U10/U12 - Session #3 - Defending 1v1's

4  15 min.  15x10 yds

Setup: 15x10 yard grid w/1 pop-up goal in the corner.  Set up 2 grids. 
Instructions: Defender passes to Attacker and plays 1v1
Attacker earns 3 points for scoring in goal and 1 point for dribbling (under 
control) across the endline.
Round 1 = Practice and switch lines after each turn
Round 2 = Competition Round - Team stays defending and other team stays 
attacking.  play for 3 minutes and switch.  Team with most points at end of 
competition round, wins.
Coaching Points: 3 Steps to Defending 1v1: 
Step 1: Put Pressure (Get there FAST!)
Step 2: Take o� a Side and Backup
Step 3: Just Slow Them Down

- Don't Dive In
- Wait for Opponent to make a mistake
- Get touch tight if Attacker turns back to goal. Don't Let Player Turn!

5  25 min.  30x25 yds

Setup: 30x25 yard grid w/ small pop-ups.  4v4 or 5v5.  No Goalies. 
Instructions: Free Play scrimmage.  No restrictions.
Coaching Points: Remain on topic and make coaching points relevant to what 
you just worked on in the session.
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